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Abstract 

This study was conducted to understand and document the mental hearth 

knowledge and beliefs held by Muslim women in Glasgow and to address 

issues surrounding accessing mental health services. 

Mental ill health is a contentious health issue, often loaded with negafive 

percepfions largely as a resultof misunderstanding mental health problems, 

some of which. includes the causes of mental distress, the effect of these 

mental health problems on the individual, their family and society at large and 

the treatment options available. Misrepresentafion and sensafiohalising of 

severe mental illness cases by the media perpetuate and encourage in 

upholding such prevailing stereotypes of mehtal health sufferers. As a resurt. 

of these factors, the stigma attached to mental ill hearth has been noted to 

restript and hinder individuals from seeking support and help for their mental 

hearth problems: , ' , 

There are reams of research studies and publicafions into various mental 

health problems such as depression and anxiety, eating disorders and severe 

and enduring mental illnesses such as schizophrenia and psychosis. Much of 

the research available on mental hearth, particulariy amongst Black and 

Minority Ethnic communifies, highlights the high prevalence of mental hearth 

problems amongst women in these communrties. Despite stijdies looking into 

mental health of BME communities, there is a lack of research looking at 

mental health in Muslim women. This research study attempts tb address the 

gap by studying the belief and knowledge Muslim women hold about mental 

health and factors important to them when accessing support for, mental 

health problems. 



1. Introduction 

Glasgow is a thriving murticultural city, consisfing of diverse ethnic, racial and 

religious groups. The Muslim population -of Glasgow, despite cotfiposing 

3.8% of the city's populafion (General Register for Scofiand, 2001), are an 

under represented, under-resourced and underrStudied minority. Exisfing 

health research has focused on the needs of various segments of BME 

communifies recognised to be particularly vulnerable, such as South Asian 

and Black women (Bhui & Bhugra, 2002) however, no studies that exclusively 

look at the mental health needs of Muslim women independent of their ethnic 

background and race exist for the UK. The recent rise in numbers of asylum 

seekers,choosing to settle in Glasgow are not included in populafion census. 

Thie asylum seekers populafion compromises of a wide mix of various 

backgrounds, countries and ethnic groups. For the city bf Glasgow the large 

numbers of Somalian, Iraqi and Kurdish groups make up the overall asylum 

seeker and refugee population, with a significant number being women and. 

Muslim. The consensus statistics do not take into account these figures and 

therefore actual Muslim populafion, of the city may be higher. 

Census stafisfics report the Muslim community to be amongst one ofthe most 

deprived and socially eixcluded communities in the UK. Low levels of 

eniployment, poverty, poor hearth and low ieducafional achievement have 

been documented. Within these findings, l\)luslim wornen report poorer 

physical and mental health than their male, counterparts (Office for Nafional 

Statistics,. 2001). However, due to under-reporting and method of data 

collecfion these findings may be an under-representation of the true scale of 



health problems, particulariy mental hearth problems encountered by Muslim 

women (Sonuga-Barke, Mistry, & Qureshi, 1998; Cochrane & Fazi, 2003). 

While South Asian groups predominate within Muslims in Britain, there is a 

danger in essenfialisirig Muslims in Britain to wholly be of South Asian 

•\ ! • ' • ' / • 
background and their views/opinions are representative of Muslims wrthin the 

UK (Rex and Modood 1994; Nielsen 2000). Pakiistahis and Bangladeshis 

may be almost entirely Muslim, but Islam is pan-ethnic and there are Musliriis 

in Britain of Turkish, Arab, Albanian, Bosnian, Iranian, Kosovan, Nigerian and 

Somali descent. Owing to the diyerse nature of Muslims within the UK, rt is 

essenfial to ensure, research reflects the diversity of views held by these 

various ethnic groups and adequately addresses their rieeds accordingly. 

The meaning of being' mentally healthy is subject to many interpretafions 

rooted in value judgments, which may vary across curtures. Mental hearth 

shiould not be seen as the-absence of illness, but niore to do with a form of 

subjective well being, when individuals feel that they are coping, fairly in 

control of their lives, able to face challenges, and take on responsibility. 

Mental health is a state of successful performance of mental funcfion, 

resulfing in producfiye actiyifies, fulfilling relafionships with other people, and 

the ability to adapt to change and to cope with adversity specific to the 

individual's curture (The Worid Federafion For Mental Health, 2006). 
1.1 Prievalence of Mental Health Problems in Black and Minority Ethnic 
(BME) Women 

Research highlights prevalence rates of psychological morbidity for South 

Asian women to be greater compared to the indigenous population (Anand & 

Cochrane, 2003), particularly in certain domains such as depression, anxiety. 7. 



suicide, self-harm and eafing disorders (Bhugra & Bhui, 2003; Fazil & 

Cochrane, 2003). , The South Asian populatibn consists of those individuals 

who identify themselves as having cultural origins in the Indian subconfinent -

Pakistani, Indian and Bangladesh being the predominant countries of origin.. 

As an ethnic group, the. South Asian populafion. is culturally diverse and 

heterogeneous, compromising of subgroups, each having wide variafions in 

tradrtions, language, customs and religions respecfively. 

Classification ofall subgroups under the category Of South Asian risks giving 

rise to and reinforcing of curtural stereotypes and distorts overall clinical 

picture, the importance of disfinguishing between subgroups was highlighted 

by Nazroo (1997) in his large-scale community .sun/ey looking at mental 

, health in minority ethnic grbups. Findings indicated all subgroups to report 

.comparatively lower rates of depression and anxiety than their white 

counterparts. Hpwever, further analyses on South Asian subgroups yielded 

Pakistani women to have higher rates of depression and anxiety whilst Indian 

and Bengali women showed the lowest rates. A similar longitudinal study by 

Hitch (1981) found sihiilar results, where high rates of depression amongst 

Pakistani women and low rates in Indian women were noted. 

Community studies indicate Muslim women of Pakistani origin as being 

particularly vulnerable to depression and anxiety (Creed.et al., 1999; Sonuga-

Barke & Mistry, 2000; , Fazil & Cochrane, 2003). Sonuga-Barke & Mistry 

(2000) found depression and anxiety levels to be more pronounced, in 

Pakistani Muslim women in comparison to Indian Hindu women. In another 

study by Creed et al., (1999) pi'evalence rates of depression and anxiety in a 

sample of British South Asia'̂ ri women, of Sikh, Hindu and Muslim religious 



background were compared, with a sister sample living in India and found-

Muslim women to obtain higher scores for depression and anxiety than their 

counterparts. Despite the results of these studies, there has been litfie 

research conducted whereby the mental hearth needs of Muslim women have 

been invesfigated independent of their ethnic background. 

Furthermore, studies which have investigated the mental health of South 

Asian women often (consist of studying small samples which may obscure 

participants' regional origins or religion. Obscuring religion in studies, looking 

at itiental health of women from'a shared cultural and ethnic backgroLind 

affects obtaining a clearer and accurate understanding of the prevalence of 

mental health problems in certain grbups and subsequent help seeking 

behaviours. Stereotyping South Asian curture as "repressive" in comparison 

to the "liberated" VVest can be readily incorporated into "pseudo scientific 

explanations" of mental illness and come to be regarded as "fact" for 

legifimate use in explaining and treafing mental hearth, illness among, women 

in this minority group (Burr, 2002). Similar stereotyping for Muslim cultures is 

also possible and therefore detrimental to the understanding and subsequent 

treatment of Muslim women wrth merital hearth problems. 

Research into the African-Caribbean, and Black populafion points to the pver-

representafion of Black patients secfioned under the Mental Hearth Act. 

Mental Health Act admission rates are higher for African-Caribbean than for 

comparable samples of White and other ethnic groups ( Bagley,- 1971; . • - ' ,' 
Bebbing'tqn et al, 1991; Moodley & Perkins, 1991). There is also a greater 

likelihood of black pafients being detained in hospital compulsorily (Harrison 

' et al. .1989;. Davies et al. 1996; Commander et al. 1997a) and are more likely 



to have the diagnosis of schizophrenia and, other forms of psychosis 

(Department of Hearth, 1992). There is litfie research into Black, Black 

African or African-Caribbean women of Muslim faith or background- within the 

UK, despite compromising a large number of the populafion. , 

The mental health needs of other ethnic groups, such as Arabs have not been 

documented on the same scale as South Asian. The problem with identifying 

"the populafibn of Arab individuals or those of Arab descent is due to the 

nature of consensus data collecfion. "Arab" as an ethnic group ceased to be 

recorded since 1991; instead stafisfics are based on country of origin. Due tb 

the obscure census of data collection, "Arab" ethnic groups aî e not as easily 

identifiable as other groups.' This lack of identificafibn as a group means that 

they are an under-represented and an under-researched group. As a resurt 

major future planning and development issues do not inclLide this group. 

These issues include, for example, planning of health needs, including mental, 

health. 

1.2. Understanding of Mental Health arhongst the Muslim Population 

Stigma and negafive perceptions of mental health problems are prevalent 

within BME^communifies and whilst research reflects this, there is scarce 

information regarding barriers faced by Muslim women. For the majority of 

Muslims Islam is a way of life, a complete belief system by which all spheres, 

personal,, social, occupational and familial, are adhered to, impacted, 

influenced and inspired by the teachings of the Qur'an and Sunnah. ® 

The •j'ole of beliefs in the understanding of mental hearth issues is pertinent 

ampng Muslim women. Mental hearth problems such as depression and 

anxiety may be interpreted as a sign of a weak nafs (soul) and feelings of 
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suicide or suicidal ideafion may be met with conflict and guirt as: Islam 

prohibits the act of suicide. Another example is the Islamic notion of spirits 

(jinn), which may affect attitudes towards certain mental illnesses such as 

schizophrenia and psychosis. 

Whittaker, Hardy, Lewis & Buchan (2005) fbund mental health beliefs 

amongst a sample of Somalian women to be influenced by religious and 

cultural understandings. Conflicts and convergence between religious and 

tradrtional beliefs were noted where Somali beliefs about zar possession were 

intenvoven and fused wrth Islamic beliefs of jinns. 

Understanding mental distress has often been shown to be strongly related to 

wider cultural beliefs (Helman, ,1990), with religion arguably to be a significant 

predictor of attitudes towards seeking help (Kleinman, 1987). Sheikh and 

Furnham (2000) found religion to be a significant predictor of attitudes 

towards seeking help., Causal beliefs about mental distress predicted positive 

attrtudes to seeking help among the Brifish South Asian and Pakistani groups. 

Muslims were the least Ijkely, and those vyith no religious affiliafion the most 

likely, 'to have a positive attitude, to seeking help .from a mental hearth 

professional. 

1.3. Religion and Coping 

A common emergence from various research studies points to the utilisation 

of prayer in coping and maintaining posifive mental hearth.. Prayer is 

perceived as a means of gaining better knowledge of onesert and acts as' a 

form of self-administered therapy and maintains feelings of control and self-

efficacy. Prayers have also been seen as less inhibifing than communicafing 

problems to friends, family, and / dr professionals due to rt's private nature. 
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wrth near to none or non existent scope of being sfigmafised. Other cited 

reasons suggest cognitive factors, particularly religious farth and prayer to be 

pertinent, as found by Loewenthal (1993) in a study iooking at Pakistani 

women arid coping technique's for depression. These, studies conflrm the 

value of Islamic prayer Jn attitudes towards seeking help for mental illness 

(Beliappa, 1991) 

Religious pracfices and beliefs could play a useful role in treatment for mental 

health problems, in combinafion with Western medicine, / medicafion 

(Cinnirella & Loewenthal, 1999; Whittaker et al., 2005). The use of tradifional 

or spiritual healers, known as "pirs" "shaykhs" or:"nioalj bel-Quran, who offer 

curture specific approaches to "mental illness and treatment is; common 

practice for various sections of the Muslim community, particularly those from 

a South Asian or African background (H.ussain & Cochrane, 2003). Malik 

(1998) suggests that one reason for visifing tradifional healers is that 'the 

healer is part of a community, wrth shared belief systehns and worid view, who 

has an understanding of the rules of that community and whose role is 

Understood and respected by that community'(p. 14). 

Although the prevalence and use of these tradifional and spiritual healers is 

unclear (Ineichen 1987; Webb-Johnson, 1995), the use of tradifional healers , 

is often made alongside rather than in place of western medical intervenfion 

(Cochrane & Sashidharan, 1996; Greenwood et al., 2000). However, cross 

generational and trans-cultural differences persist for the use of these. 

tradrtional healers and so generalisafion ofthe use of tradifional healers by all 

or most secfions of the Muslim community, , in explaining the under ufilisafion 

of mental hearth services, is an inadequate and oversimplified assunipfion. 

12 '/ 



' 1.4. Accessing provisions for mental ill health 

Language barriers have long been recognised as one factor hindering and 

'prevenfing the detiyery of safisfactory health care provision (Hussain & 

Cochrane, 2002)! HOwever language for some women is not a barrier when 

seeking help from mental health services, but rather other factors contribute to 

overall dissatisfacfion with provisions from services. 

As presentafion and reporting of psychological symptoms is "curturally 

grounded" (Fernando, 1990), ."evidence" of mental illness in one culture can 

vary substanfially from another. Some have related the occurrence of mental 

illness to vary between curtures due to the acceptability, of behaviours in the 

( West that would othenA îse be deemed inappropriate in some Other cultures 

(Whittaker et al., 2004). However, where host culture is dominated by one 

.particular ethnic group and views of this group, is largely accommodated by 

sen/ices, views of other ethnic groups and method of relafing symptoms may, 

be discredited or misinterpreted. 

1.5. Stigma \ 

An important factor, hindering seeking support and inten/ention from hearth 

professionals is that of community sfig'ma. The act of being labelled with a, 

mental health problem can serve to make life difficult for the individual and 

families as maintaining family and individual reputafions wrthin the community 

is often a key consideration. Some concerns surround the nofion of beirig 

"doubly stigmatized" by one's own ethnic / religious group, for being mentally 

ill and by the indigenous white population, for being non-white. 
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Some families have also referred to the discredifing of their value system by 

mental health professionals as a deterrent in opening up for fear of their value,, 

system to be reinterpreted as "a belief based on neurotic obsessional needs" 

(Weiselberg, 1992). These fears of community stigma in turn may reduce the 

likelihood of individuals from such ethnic and religious groups to turn to other 

community members for help and advice: / 

1.6. GP 

Anxieties about confidenfiality have often emerged as a barrier in seeking 

help from a GP, particulariy where the GP is of same ethnic background or 

known to the family in a shared socio-curtural context (Gilbert et al., 2004; 

Newhan Study). Such fears however are not unsubstanfiated as 

demonstrated in the case studies conducted by Newham Asian Women's 

Project into the suicide / attempted suicide by young girls from a South Asian 

background. Some of the participants related incidents whereby GPs broke 

confidenfiality and informed the parents and / or guardians of issues 

discussed during appointments. 

1.7. Ethnic Preference 

Referral rates for mental health problems are reported to be low among 

Pakistanis in Britain in comparison to other groups (Ball, 1995). Suggesfions 

for this trend had often included fear of social stigma as a result of seeking 

help and the effectiveness of support wrthin, the Muslim community. 

The issue of ethnic arid religious matching of therapist and patient is central 

as One ofthe formulafions in the provision of culturally sensitive mental health 

14 



sen/ices. Cinnirella & Loewenthal (1999) conducted a comprehensive study 

of religious and ethnic group influences on beliefs about mental illness. 

There was fert to be more of a risk wrth a person 'from a different curture' to 

give advice which would be against a service user's cultural and religious 

beliefs and values. They reported Muslim respondents to prefer hearth 

professionals of the same religion or race in relafion to seeking treatment for 

depression and. schizophreni.a^ on the grounds of shared cultural 

understanding .and common identity.: An example of this was the more 

possible suggesfions by a MUslim health professional in ways vvhich religious 

practices may aid in coping, such as readings from religious texts. 

,0n the other hand, rt has been proppsed not all individuals prefer to see 

health professionals from their own cultural background (Messant, 1992) due 

to issues of confidenfiality, community discovering their plight thus tarnishing 

their and their family's reputafion. 

1.8. Cultural factors 

Ingrained nofions of family honour, (izzat), shame and. role fulfilment as 

studied by Gilbert, et al (2004) are significant factors influencing seeking 

professional help for mental health issues. Experiences of physical 

entrapment within the constraints of tradifional cultural values (si!ich as role 

furtilnient, obligation to dufies and maintenance / upholding family honour) 

were found to be contributory factors to the development of mental hearth 

difficulfies and help seeking behaviours-and so may explain discrepancies in 

help seeking behaviours by Muslim women. , 

Feeling restricted in the amount of information they can provide in 

apprehension of being judged as being a "bad Muslim" or seen as "letting the 

15 



community down" may also be a contributory factor in low uptake of services 

(Cinnirella & Loewehthal, 1999). Familial involvement in hearth care 

provision may not be wanted by individuals and so family therapy pracfices 

that invite extended family to assessment and subsequent meefings may be 

iiiappropriate. Also, rt accessing services are viewed as the possible 

abandonment of a relative, such as accessing residenfial care then help 

seeking and service uptake are reduced. Having the choice of hearth care 

practrtioner and other health professionals involved in health care provision 

may aid in the engagement of services by Muslim women. 

• - • . f • 

2. Methodology 

Triangulated Qualltafive research was employed for this research study. 

Triangulatipn is convenfionally defined as the purposive gathering of murtiple 

sources of data and the use of these data sources in the reporting of results 

(Babbie, 1989; Neuman, 2003). 

The,most common applicafion of triangulati'on in social research is in the use 

of murtiple measures - for example, focus groups, interviews and observafion 

- to gain a more complete picture of a phenomenon, all fully reported on and 

compared. Triangulated qualitative , research employs well-established and 

well defined methods of data collecfion such as focus groups and inten/iews 

alongside other techniques, to obtain a more complete understanding of the 

issue (Guba and Lincoln, 2000). In essence, triangulated studies help with 

the confirmation and completeness of the research findings, where different 

methods and approaches are used to obtain a set of results, to obtain a more 

16 



cohiplete picture that using one method alone' may miss out br not.be 

achieved. . 

The first stage of research involved conducting an extensive review of the 

literature available on Muslim.women and mental health. The literature review 

supported -the scarcity of research studies that looked at mental health 

amongst Muslim women and so added further weight into the importance of 

addressing this:research gap. 

The second stage involved active verbal data collection which was obtained 

via two ways; by condi!icfing semi-structured inten/iews and by holding focus 

groups. 

The third stage in. triangulated qualitative research refers to the content and 

narrative analysis bf the data. Themes from the data were analysed based on 

discussion of the transcripts arid analysis , of the patter and patterns which 

emerged. Sequences of core phrases, views, opinions and ideas were taken 

as indicators of themes. Content analysis on themes allowed for comparison, 

understanding and insight into the themes alongside comparing and linking 

.other related themes accordingly. 

2.1. Measures 

Semi structure inten/iews allow a degree of fiexibiiity for participants in relating 

and explaining in greater detail and depth without the confines pf being rigid 

and succinct in their responses. This allows participants to elaborate on 

aspects or views which they subscribe importance to or wish, to make 

.pertinent. The use bf these semi-structured inten/iews in the research study 

generated data rich; in individual experiences, understanding and concepts of 

mental health. 

17 



The focus group generated discussion on the topic of mental health, by 

sharing, understanding arid exploring the divergent views, beliefs and 

opinions held by the participants. In drder to. generate a good dialogue and 

allow participants to be.inyolved fully in the discussion the focus groups were 

kept to 3 individual groups and made up of small numbers of participants. 

2.2. Participants 

Participants were Muslim women who resided under the South East Glasgow 

Comm'unity Care and Health Partnership (CHCP) boundary area. The sample 

size for the semi-structured inten/iews was, a total 15 participants and there 

were 9 participants in total for the 3 focus groups. 

2.3. Recruitment 

Participants were service users of community resources and organisations 

that fell under the South East Glasgow CHCP area and were approached to 

partake in the research study. Participants were provided with information on 

the research project and gave their consent to-voluntarily participate in the 

interviews and focus groups. 

3. Discussion 

3.1. Mental heaith 

Meirital- hearth was a term, which the respondents found difficult to 

conceptualise outside and in isolafion of illness. Mental health was 

predominantly understood to be associated with and', in the context of 

difficurties,or problems. The importance of mental health, was very much seen 

to refer to the absence of illness and the majority of understanding pertaining 
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to the terhi "rnental hearth" was almost always in reference to or linked to 

difficulfies or problems with mental hearth. 

Mental health means somebody has something wrong with his 

mentality. (p8) -

Despite finding rt a hard term to conceptualise, mental health was seen to be 

very irnportant for the individuals overall well-being, with an emphasis on 

taking a holisfic approach whereby the mind wrth the body are seen to be One 

entity but consisfing of two components that affect one another. 

\ Related to mental status. Response to environment, your motivafional 

level, emotional, feelings, behaviour and attitude. Everything is rejated 

to my mental health, my emofional behaviour. It is the backbone of 

everything, rt affects my physical, my work life, home life everything. 

Backbone to life (pi 0) 

Mental feelings, about how you are feeling, your thoughts and 

emofions....We all have mental health; there is a difference between • 

mental health and mental ill health (pi4) 

Someone's psycho-social well-being. Hovv a person is feeling, 

mentally; psychologically and how they interact with other people, their 

surroundings and environment Everything that affects you, rt you are 

not well psychologically then rt would affect your physical hearth, (pi 5) 

19 



3.1.1 Understanding mental health 

The understanding of mental health was very much related to the inner state 

of the individual, with common reference 'of mental health being an unseen 

aspect of health, very much not apparent or obvious to others and was 
c - • • „ ( 

demonstrated by comparison using examples,of physical ill health. 

Well being of your internal state. How you perceive life, deal with 

things, good or bad. How content you are wrth yourself. Psychological 

is embedded; rt.influences how you deal wrth things in life as well. (p3). . . - ' . ' , -\. • • , - ', 
Well-being related to feeling'. Like physical health is usually attributed 

to a physical cause, like a sore head a sore leg. Mental hearth is what 

you feel inside - happy, sad (p4). 

rt's easy rt you have a broken ami to go into hospital and they .can see 

rt, but wrth a mental health issue there is a part of you thats broken, but 

its not visible;(p9). , 

Emofioris, such as happiness and sadness and feelings were markers and 

indicators of good mental hearth. A change or fluctuafion of these emofiOns 

was seen as signs of possible mental ill health. 

Feelings, being sad and wrthdrawn frona others. Has to do wrth 

emotions and how you are feeling (pi 1) 

20 



When you are not angry, be happy and have no sadness. No stress or 

problems to deal with. Funcfion normal vî rth everything and everybody 

(p12) . ; , , 

. Mental feelings, about how ypu are feeling, your thoughts arid 

emotions. Maybe there is an imbalance in their emotions, they may feel 

very sad at one point and then incredibly ecstafic or manic at other 

fimes, so there isn't that healthy balance (p14) 

As a result of empfions and feelings playing a pertinent role in overall mental 

well-being, good mental hearth was also understood to contribiite towards and 

sustain relafionships, performance, coping wrth stress and quality of life and 

social interaction. , ' 

When you are happy and normal, have good behaviour, aind treat 

people properiy. How you are wrth other people, relate to other people 

and cope wrth problems (p5). 

Relafions with people, the way how people....psychologically how 

somebody reacts to things, to other people, to themselves (p7). 

How you cope wrth people and things, your reacfion, to stress and 

. perhaps resppnsibilrties (pi 3)'.- • 

t . 21 



3.1.2 Understanding and awareness of mental ill health 

Mental 111 hearth however was seen to be a state or condition whereby the 

funcfioning level of the individual was not deemed normal or healthy for them 

Anything that takes you out of the norm, the individual's norm, what is 

normally considered ok or normal for them, (pi 4) - . 

and resulted in changes in performance, particulariy of daily tasks and chores 

that would otherwise be within their capacity to carry,but. 
'' ' . ^ 

That has something to do wrth the mental performance of the person . 

Sometimes the person he feels that he, is very down, he can't do 

anything (p8) -

- Mental health is when rt affects your mood and your everyday life so 

badly that you cannot focus on your personal care, your daily chore, 

going out to work, or even talking. (p2FG2) 

The potenfial for mental ill health to manifest physically was recognised , . 

....what comes under you mentally as opposed to physically although rt 

can manifest itsert in physical form eventually. (p14) 

I, ' 
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However it was noted that the definition or standard of what is considered 

normal was subjecfive ahd open to interpretafion depending,on curture and 

society. , 

An altered state of mind from what wrould be-considered healthy, riot 

normal, as your norm may be considered mentally ill (pi) 

; Anything that takes you out of the norm, the individual's nornh, what is 

normally considered ok or normal for them (pi4) 

3.2. Causes of mental health problems 

3.2.1 Relationship problems and abusie 
- y - ' ' " - .' , ' 

Relafionship problenis, particulariy those^involvihg marital relations including 

divorce were seen' to be one of the catalysts in developing mental hearth 

problems. ;' , ! , 

Some kind of relafionship problems, with family members or other 

, relatives.(p12) 

Marriage, relafionship problems, domesfic issues. (p9) 

Family problems for Asians, as they are very family orientated, rt 

things go bad or you don't like them rt can cause problems. If you are 

not happy wifh your husband, have relafionship problems of break ups. 

• ; (pi5) , ' ., 

r. 
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In addifion, abuse in its various forms and facets, particularly the long lasfing 

cyclical effect "were also Very niuch thought to contribute towards mental ill 
-' • ' , . • ' i . 

health. ' \ , ! 

Abuse, Including domestic abuse and other forms stich as physical, ( ..- '• • . • 
emofional, mental, sexual and verbal were seen to be significant in 

contribufing to mental ill health, with the cycle of abuse occurring 

throughout an individual's lifespan and possibly becoming perpetrators 

of abuse themselves(p12) 

Experiences in life as well, such as those who have been abused and 

then go on to abuse other people, they have some sort of mental 

issues and have gone and done rt to someone else (p3) ; - • \' '•,'•- ',' ; 
....and mental abuse usually hurts your feelings and emotions. Mental, 

verbal and physical abuse. (p4) -

3.2.2 Racism and discrimination 

Racism was a pertinent issue amongst the women in the study. Many of the 

women had experienced racism or did not feel safe when out and about 

Racism, 1 am afraid to go out after dark because of name calling. The 

. TV coverage on Muslims and link to terrorism makes you scared to go 

out and do things; you feel vicfimised (p5) 
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Racism as well, 1 work wrth this woman whb is a refugee and she 

wrtnessed some horrific crimes in her home country,' on top of which 

•now that she is here she is a vicfim Of racism and is taunted in the 

streets. So she stays indoors for fear of being attacked, which doesn't, 

help her mental state at all., (p14) 

Owing to the visibility of Muslim women by way of attire, in particular the 

headscarf that some Muslim women wear was, seen to be misunderstood, 

discriminated against and vicfims of racism purely on the grounds of their 

faith. , , ' . ' , ' - • • ' • ' ' • 
It affects how we are viewed and treated, rt you' are wearing the hijaab 

it can restrict...not because its a faith issue, but how people perceive 

you as a resurt of the bad image of Muslims perpetrated by the media 

' • (Pl1) - - • . 

As a group of Muslims we" are in a country which is. not ours, and 

because of the political, things, either the 7'" of July or! September, 

although we 'have nothing to do wrth rt we are under pressure because 

of our scarf. (p8) 

' Much of the discrimination and sfigma was fert to be increased due to polifical; 

events arid imageis perpetuated by the media. And had the capacity to have 

serious arid real effects on.the mental health of Muslim women 
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So I feel the media has a big role to play in this, people in society feed 

' on that and don't look behind the newspapers. Somefimes rt only takes 

verbal abuse, due to maybe your religious atfire, beliefs, colour of skin 

or.your ethnic background to irisfil that fear which can lead to isolafion,' 

withdrawal and mental hearth problems! (p14) 

3.2.3 Unemployment 

Unemployment generally was expressed to be one ofthe potentiatevents that 

can cause or contribute to the onset of mental health problems. Howeyer, 

unemployment was deemed to be a more pertinent issue afflicfing rhen due to 

the increased social status for men in employment and their expected role as 

breadwinner and provider for the family 

Men are meant to be braver, and show no emofion, meant to be 

protectors, so not being to work due to mental hearth problems or lack 

of work leading onto mental health problems. Not being able to fulfil 

role of provider may exacerbate problems or .be the cause of mental 

health problems (pp3) 

In Asian curture, unemployment is more of an issue for men. Since 

they are meant to be breadwinners, somefimes they are compared to 

other people who can affect their ego (pi 5) 

And also iri terms of achievement'and a marker of success in comparison to 

the individuals peer group 
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Unemployment also, you can become depressed when friends are well 

established, sometimes you don't feel like mingling wrth them because 

they are of a different social standirig than yoursert (p15) 

As a resurt, unemployment by the participants in this study was seen to be 

less sigriificant and had less of an impact for women. However this was 

vievyed and understood in the context of gender roles. Therefore the impact 

and effect of unemployment on women varied accordingly across and 

between group's of women , . ' 

Giris are not too biig a deal rtthey are unemployed, socially they won't 

feel those kinds of pressures from everybody for not having a job, 

although personally they may feel a brt inadequate or being a failure rt 

you" are independent or career minded (pi 5) 

3.2.4 Financial 

Financial constraints owing to debt and its associafion wrth .poverty and poor ' - , • • ~ - ,;•,' ( • 
housing, were seen one of the factors out of the myriad other compounding 

: factors that can proceed and exacerbate the potential tb developing mental 

^ health problems due to fewer opportunifies available 

} . , . ' . , -

Just because you are poor doesn't meant you are more likely to have 

; mental hearth problems. But rt may be related to not.being able to get 

a job, and seeing other people around you! moving, on in life, so maybe 

rt may have an impact (p3) 
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3.2.5 Physical health 

Physical impairments, such as physical' health problems, disability or 

degenerafive condifions, were thought to have an effect on mental hearth due 

to being unable to engage in a lifestyle of the individuals choosing, the 

discriminafion they face and because of the lack of opportunifies available to 

them . ' 

May also be related to physical form, such as being disabled, scarred 

or having murtiple sclerosis, it may in some way affect mental health as 

you are not ideal or "normal" in the eyes of society (pi) 

, Physical impairment can lead to mental health problems, you might feel 

inadequate, useless, differerit and a brt alien since yoij cannot integrate 

fully - you don't belong to the mainstream society because you feel 

unable to fully participate in community events and life (pi 5) 

Organic disorders were also noted to lead onto problems wrth mental hearth 

wrthin a cognifive capacity, but this was seen to be an effect of the condifion 

and not the cause of the problem 

If this person is having something else, like a geriatric condifion Or 

something like that..that is out of their control. If'the person has 

y Alzheimer's he" doesn't know what he is doing, so rt depends on the 

disease. (p8) ' -
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' V . , ' t , . . . , - -

The nature / nurture debate, such as in the case, of demenfia, rt may 
'' 1 

cause mental health problems but rt is not a mental illness but a 

medical disorder. So medical disorders may affect you mentally but 

are not pure, specific mental disorders, (pi) 

3.3. Cultural differences and generation gap 

The cultural clash between adopfing Western lifestyle and compromising 

Islamic beliefs were seen to be a significant contributor to the development of 

mental health problems 

Teenagers who grow up in this kind of environment, a clash of cultures 

vvhereby this culture and lifestyle is seen as normal but islamically rt is 

not permissible just end up rebelling. (p4) 

Sometimes when your children grow up and...and are teenagers and 

are living in a country like that; we have our own specific values and rt 

the children are^not going according to that can cause [you and them]' 

mental health problems (FG3) \ 

Insfilling fear into individuals in order to encourage them to comply with 

religious pracfises or believe in religion was seen to be a method of control, 

which increased the gap in generafion and fuelled culture clashes. 

That sector of the community that feels they need to put the fear of 

God into individuals to teach them the basics of their religion. (p9) 
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Causes of pressure , and stress were loosely recognised to differ between 

generations. :The generation gap between parents and children and stresses 

for each party was seen to be down to different expectations and goals. 

3.3.1 Parents 

Parents were seen to be focused on their children, and often their own goals 

revolved around having their children setfied in terms of marriage 

If you spirt rt up into two generafions, like older generation and the 

younger generafion....Maybe something to do with the pressure of 

children, especially rt you have teenage children, rnaybe of making 

sure they are oh the right path, that they are bn the straight and 

narrow. Or maybe rt they are at that age where parents are looking to-

getfing them married off. I think with Asian parents there is a lot to do 

wrth the family honour and respect that is a major thing, (pifgl) 

3.3.2 Young Indiyidualis 

For younger individuals there were different goals and ambifions. which 

-involved academia, building of career and attaining success within those 

spheres , -

VVith younger people, or people my age, there is a lot of pressure or 

depression, a lot td do with career things, eyen when you are at 

university and you are working towards a good degree and a career 

' and a good job. There is a lot of pressure there as well (pi FG1) . 
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3.3.3 Priorities and Expectations 

The desire for a career amongst young women was seen to over-ride and 

replace the expected life events, whereby the appeal or desire to go into 

marriage is over-shadowed with being independent and financially secure 

! Difference now is they are more interested in pursuing their own 

careers, so once they have a job and are earning money. Because 

they are earning nioney they have the freedom to do a little mOre of 

what they like than girls did. in my age. We were not encouraged to' 

work, we were encouraged to get a degree but then go into marriage, 

whereas now the argument is the. giris are educated, they have their 

, degrees they work and think "why am 1 going to go into a marriage 

when 1 am able to work and provide for myself it is not ,as attractive 

finding a partner as rt.was when 1 was younger.(p2FG1) 

However, it was argued that this scenario does not apply for all young women 

where many do wish to marry and so tailor their careers around married life, 

some of the employment being a resurt of anibifion or to ease the burden on 

the family or themselves ^ - ' ; 

!..yes some giris getfing into their careers and earning for themselves, 

but there are some who look for a career that would suit a lifestyle if 

they were married, so they would want maybe a job that would surt 

them working' and being at home, with the in-laws or something 

, ,(p1Fg1) -
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It is economical as well. Back then rt you were newly married and want 

to buy a house, rt rt was just the husband working he was capable, 

enough of paying the mortgage whereas things have changed so much 

npw. With regards to things, such as rt you want a car, or to pay the 

mortgage, it is necessary for both people to work. (PI Fgl) 

Many issues attributed to religion where pointed out to be curtural factors 

presented as religion, much of where the generafion gap and, conflict between 

parerits and children, occurred. 

Mosfiy its cultural, its culture that becomes like a religion..;...In the 

sense that rt other people, like family are giving you hassle because of 

faith, "that this is because of faith" when its not really its curture....They 

get under pressure they get depression forget upset and get hassled 

by the parents by saying this is faith.... (p1Fg3) 

3.4. Vulnerability to mental health problems 

3.4.1 Women 

Women were seen to be more vulnerable towards haVing mental hearth 

problems. Much of this was related to responsibilities and expectafions of 

therri and the performance of roles and-the duties associated wrth those'roles. 

Women - so many things to do, more stress to take care of family, 

husband, school and the house. More responsibilifies, more pressure 

' ' { ' ' ' - • • . -
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to take care of others. Sometimes when you are fired you feel upset 

and shout at others or lose temper. (p5) 

1,think women more than men. There is more expected from vyomen. 

No matter what they say, they say that there is'equality in society 

between meri and women, but they are not. (p6) • • , ... ,' ^ 
Sonie these expectafions were fert to be,non-malleable or non-transferable to 

other members oftheir family, particularly those expectations related to and 

involving family. 

Take care of the husband, the children and as part of the family 

somefimes she is a working woman, and has to do the housework. A 

; lot of responsibilifies - are very high on the woman. (p8) 

Women's vulnerable position with regards to expectafions and fulfilment of 

roles was seen to be added to further by salient curtural factors 

Women are usually more restricted, and play second fiddle to the men, 

are more confined and there is! no freedom. And jf there are problems 

in marriages, then the. emphasis on solving problehis or reason for 

breakdown is put on the woman, that rt was probably her faurt. (p4) 

Women are niore prone, because of the low social status associated to 

women in the Asian culture; you have to sacrifice things, a lot more so 
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than men. If things go wrong then she is to blame and the support 

system in place for him is not available to her. (pi 5) 

There's this patriarchal expectafiohs on women,' so there's this 

expectation on women to fulfil their roles in everything which has been 

put on thern by men (p6) 

Inconsistencies in terms Of expectafions of men and women on top of the 

inequality in rights and status and other curtural issues were seen to be an 

addifional factor in causing distress. Behaviours exhibited by women were 

seen to be less socially acceptable and weighed heavily with sfigma and. 

ostracized by family, friends and the community 

For some behaviours or acfions, rt men do rt then rt is frowned upon but 

forgotten abbut. But if women do it, its very different, its not tolerated 

or accepted at all, like adultery. So she suffers more, by not being able 

to talk about rt due to the social binding. There is that inequality of 

power and status (pi 5) . . > 

3.4.2 Men ^ 

Despite pressures on women, mental hearth problems'amongst .men were 

also admitted to be prevalent arthough admittance on part of the men and 

subsequent help seeking behaviours were viewed as being relatively jow 
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Men may be more prone to mental hearth problems because they are 

less jikely to talk about their problems..!. But men pottle rt up more. 

The stafisfics on men committing suicide; rates are higher (p4) 

Much of the mental hearth problems for men were thought to, be related to 

unemployment or financial issues and were directly derived from the loss of 

role as provider and its associated status in the community 

But rt [mental health problems] could be like men as vvell because of 

. the expectations put upon them. Not being the breadwinner (p6) 

If the husband has no job; then he could become depressed because 

he cannot provide for this family, and his children are asking him to buy 

them things like toys, but he cannot (pi 3) 

3.4.3 Teenagers 

Teenagers were seen to be more vulnerable to developing mental hearth 

problems as a resurt of the transifional life stages'and the pressures put on, 

them to achieve and succeed; 

,Teenagers because of the transifions they are going through in their 

thinking and the .reality, they want to make a balance most of the fime but 

they struggle (plO) 

Manifestation of mental hearth problems amongst teenagers could manifest ih 

their behaviour or actions which are unacceptable according to sobietal norms 
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.... somefimes their mental health problems manifest in socially 

unacceptable forms, such as antisocial behaviour., (pi) 

3.4.4 Children 

Being in ah environment which was not stable pr consisted of family members 

who had mental hearth problems was thoitght to have an effect on children's 

mental well-being or make them more vulnerable to developing mental health 

problems in the future 

Children vvho are exposed to family problems or family members who have 

mental hearth problems may alsp develop problems or be less resilient to 

stress than those who perhaps have no history or exposure to nietal fiealth 

problems. (p4) 

Not recognising mental health problems amongst children or misinterprefing 

the signs and symptoms may account for lack of understariding or seeking 

further help or support , • 

But also 1 think even as a child and they are misbehaving, out of control rt 

could be a mental health problem as well. They are behaving that way for 

attenfion, but is misinterpreted thinking rt is just misbehaviour (p6) 

3.5. Supporting Individuals with Mental Health Problems 

Cases where friends or family members had mental health problems, 

relafionships were noted to be strained. Spme of the relafionship problems 
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were a resurt of feeling unable to support the person during the periods where 
I 

their mental health problems were intense and felt helpless 

She would turn on people when wrthdrawn^ would not want any social, 

interaction wrth anyone. And so people have learnt to leave her alone 

when she is in that 'wrthdrawn state, arthough I do not like leaying her 

like that, there is nothing I can do (p4) 

. They were' a little brt unsure of, what to do, so I think there was that 

shock and guirt in not knowing how to help, or rt they were trying to help 

was that help useful or not (p9)^ ' ' 

. . . ^ , 

It was extremely difficurt for the family members and distressing, as 

, - they fert helpless and somefinies were impatient through lack of 

understandirig. (pi4) , , 

M other occasions the potenfial longevity and constant exposure to the 

individual's mental health problems were deemed to be out of friends and 

family ability to cope with ' 

As a friend, rt was difficult as you have a, certain amount of sympathy, 

pafience, and tolerance. Personally 1 wouldn't have the pafience for 

that, since rt is;a long term thing to help someone with. And its difficult 

to understand the person. (p3) 
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3.6. Coping with Mental Health Problems 

3.6.1 Support 

Having supportive family and friends was seen to be key in dealing wrth stress 

and alleviafing any pressures entailed, and so having a social netvyork to rely 

on in times of distress was considered important 

To have the support of your family and friends, rt is very important. You 

need close family and friends to motivate you, encourage you to go out 

and meet people, interacting. And to identify the problem to get rid of 

rt.(p4) ' ' . , ; ' . 

Support in mofivafing the individual to engage and interact others: 

Go out and enjoy yourself, have social support, friends you can talk to 

abut problems. (p5) , . 

to help in their recovery and distress, and to resolve their problems, 

alongside, pracfical support vvere all seen to be important types of 

" support that friends and family should jDrovide; 

Jake on some of their responsibilrties; give them practical support...!So 

. . • , . . . :\ , - - • 
to remove them from the house and that environment. (p8), 7 

Supporting them frorn the closest person, Nke family and friends 

because they are always there and interacfing with\them. Emofional 

and pracfical support, both.'(p10) 
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Having someone to talk to, to share their problenis wrth or to seek advice from 

was something that women fert they needed fi'om their friends, and family 

Support from friends and family, have someone to talk to, some nice 

Muslim ,women who can help you even rt they don't share culture dr 

'' language (pl l) Y' ' 

3.6.2 Religion and spirituality 

Religion was a form of self-administered therapy, with a lot of wohien finding 

solace and tranquillity in performance of the appointed prayers and engaging

in other religious dufies and tasks. Prayer in particular, was sought out to be 

a form of personal fime, as it required leaving tasks and chores to dedicate' 

attenfion and concentrafion to their prayers , 

It helps alleviates a lot of stresses in life, for example if 1 wasn't getting 

anywhere iri my job hunt and was being racially mofivated against 1 

would think ok Allah will , help me. And for me personally, I do 

istikharah (guidance prayer) at every turn and it alleviates a lot of 

stress in my life. It can help you,, rt you really have and pracfise it (p3) 

Alleviation of stress was considered to be important, in the maintenance of 

good mentalhealth, and religion was one of the methods frequently employed 

to reduce anxiety and promote well-being. . . j 
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If 1 didn't have religion my life would be a lot harder, I use my religion a 

lot to fall back on and to gain some support from (p3) 

Religious beliefs and spirituality were viewed to have a pOsrtive influence on 

mental well-being. 

Religious practises could help some people, things like preaching. Its like 

meditafion, they might find peace because they are converting their 

feelings and all thpse things in one direistion. (pi 0) , • 

Religion and religious practises allowed problems and stresses experienced 

to be put into perspecfive, and were seen to be a minute part of the larger 

picture. Personal difficulfies' and problems were believed to be known by 

God, and that they were' tests of patience and gratrtude. Entailing these 

hardships have; a greater benefit and would ulfimately be rewarded 

As Muslims we believe God is the Shafi (The Healer), the . Quran 

is He is the shii'a (Cure/Healing). But sfill 1 think as Muslims we are 

tested for our patience, and sometimeis this is one of the ways we are 

tested if we are mentally speaking not normal. (p8) 

If you believe in faith then rt can help, but you need to have that belief 

and have a strong belief in rt. To think God can and will help you and 

all will be fine requires a strong faith in God, that life is a test and 

events that occur are trials and tribulations that make you more firm 
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and stronger. But rt you don't have rt, then rt doesn't help or alleviate 

) - • . . , • 
problems. (p15) 

However becoming frustrated with your situation and problems "with this 

understanding or perspective was expressed to be a frequent occurrence 

If you feel anything and everything belongs to Allah, and life is a test 

then, you don't feel as bad, but when you become angry then also 

-become angry wrth Allah for making you go through that. (p5) 

For one participant whp had suffered from mental health problems, engaging 

in prayers or becoming more in to.uch wrth religion was viewed to be a sign of 

mental ill hearth , • . . ' ^ 

When 1 fell ill I was pracfising my faith but 1 was distanced from rt, I 

didn't have the in depth knowle'dge that 1 have now and 1. started 

reading the Quran and doing my prayers was seen to be part of the 

illness. Whereas that vyas my therapy, that was my way of coping. (p9) 

The private nature of pfayer was viewed favourably; particulari'y the reduced 

.potenfial for problems becoming public and being judged should they confide 

in family members, or friends. 

If you tell someone, rt someone has belief in Quran, 1 say God doesn't 

like people to stay upset He knows about your problems and life is a 
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trust, everybody's life is. It is different and knows that you are going 

through. Praying is the best thing you can do; when 1 help...l don't like 

other people knowing about things, so just teli rt to God (p12) 

The benefits of religious pracfises were voiced by many of the participants, 

who seen rt as reducing anxiety and providing hope. Engaging in religious 

practises was seen to provide and renew hope of alleviating stresses and 

problems, referring to taking the examples contained within the Islamic texts. 

But if she can, rt she can read the Quran and pray...there is so many 

verdict iri the,Quran-e-Kareem that can help her....l feel like rt will be 

good for her and graceful.' 1 think rt should help her. If she.reads the 

Quran, she will see that so many of the Prophets had so many difficurt 

fimes, after every pressure... where there is asr there is yusr, wherever 

there is difficurt there is farij yoU know what 1 mean (p13) 

Religious pracfises and dufies were riot .seen to be obligatory for those 

suffering from mental health problems and so encouragement to engage in 

prayers was seen with the view of providing a medium for respite. 

If they can, 1 should think with the depressed person his / her 

performance, she is not pafient enough to do whatever she has to do. 

I'm afraid one of this is religious pracfise....They can't do prayers like a 

normal person..:they can't I'm afraid, (pi3) 
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3.6.3 Medical Intervention 
11 ' ' • • 

Medical treatment was not seen as being necessary for all , mental health 

problems. It was dependent on the severity and type of the problem ! , 

' ' • I , ' ' • ' , , '• 

Treatment - for extreme situafions theh yes medical intervenfion may 

be necessary, but .not for mild, short term of sustainable prbblems. 

(pi5)' ^ , • . ; ' 

Generally however, medical intervenfion was proposed to be a viable but last 

option for the treatment of mental health problems. Much of the attitudes 

surrounding medical intervenfion focused on the severity of mental health 

problem and its effect on the individual physically , . 

..;'., I don't think medical input can help that When you are'suffering 

only mentally then medical input can't help. When it begins to affect 

you physically then yes, maybe rt can help, (pi 5) 

The low favourability and!reluctance for medicafion was due to. concerns 

about becoming addicted dr developing dependency on the niedication 
' , -

/ - - - . - . 
^ . - • i ' . 

Temporarily 1 sijppose anfi-depressants, although, personally 1 wouldn't 

go dovyn that road; Or 1 don't think 1 would rt 1 was in that state. 1 would 

avoid rt like the plague but a lot of people would go for that. I think 

they're a little brt addictive, so I would avoid them (p1fg2). 
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the use of medicafion ih combinafion and alongside other ihterventions was 

considei'ed the ideal way of treafing mental health problems. Maintaining a 

good balance between medicafion, social inclusion and support was strongly 

ernphasised . , . . , 

What rt is when you. are on medication you depend, on rt, but there are 

some that say they aren't addictive. So in some ways it can help you, but 

in other ways rt you just depend on the medicafion thats not good, there 

should be something along side it rt works at the symptoms not the 

cause, if you do rt all together, have medication and friends family thats 

better (pifg3) ' , 

3.6.4 Counselling and talking treatments -

Counselling.was seen to be a useful medium to ufilise.for the alieviafion of 

stress ahd in the-treatment .of mental health problems. Accessing counselling 

at the eariy stages of mental hearth problems was seen to act as a 

preventative tool in the further deterioration of mental hearth 

•', ' •' ' *" -! • ', ' ' 
People shbuld gp for counselling at the first opporturiity they can. 

When they realise and suspect there to be problems or the potenfiaj to 

become worse,.they should talk to someone, a professional who can, 

help them. Ufilise these sen/ices. (p4) 

. Counselling, yes for the . depression rt , is one of the 

treatment....Because these people they have these things, and rt they 

, talk about rt and, get if off their chest they will be much better (p8) 
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However, the concept of counselling was fert not to be understood by some, 

and so would not be able to fully ufilise the service 

1 think Asian people don't grasp what counselling actually is. If their first 

; language isn't English, you wouldn't really know.what counselling is. rt 

you tried to explain rt, or translate rt"you talk to someone about it" they 

wouldn't think much of it Those who understand what counselling is 

would' use that facility. They don't- know' the benefrt. of counselling. 

^ (pifgi) . . , \ 

Having the support of family, friends and peers was seen to be an informal 

type of counselling, .but the benefit was great. ' • ' ' " - ' ' . ̂  • - " 
Yeah but even having, a social chat wrth somebody outside of the , 

family really does help, ^you're taking out all pf the stress. Maybe its 

like counselling but its not a service you're using rt rt's a close friend. 

Just sort of get things off your chest (p2fg2) ' ^ 

Counselling was seen in a positive light as rt allowed, individuals to talk 

through their problems, to alleviate stresses and to be able to voice their 

thoughts and concerns to someone. , , \ 

Counselling Js ijseful, as somefimes ybu can't speak openly to a .family 

member of loved ones, you hold back. Need someone impartial; even rt 
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they don't advise you, just a listening ear can help. But that depends on 

n the person's problerns and issues, sometimes they may be able to 

approach a family member or friend, sometimes they may not (pi4) 

3.7. Barriers 

3.7.1 Stigma . 

Sfigma which was mostly due to misunderstanding and lack of awareness 

was an important factor hindering individuals from, admitting or realising they 

had problems or difficurties and in accessing support or informafion. 

The likelihood or potential for, the individuals' mental health problems br 

emerging mental health problems to be discovered by the community was 

seen to be increased if they attempted to access support or help. Much of the 

possible negative reacfion which could be encountered was seen to come, 

from members of the community as opposed to family members. 

Lack of understariding, [thats] where most of these kinds of,attitudes 

come from, and ignorance or fear...fear of the unknown, think they 

should be put away because they are afraid they'll catch rt or 

something. Family may be supportive and not think that way, but 

community are less supportive (p14) 

Owing to the family and community orientated curture amongst most of the 

participants, the family was .seen to be a supportive unrt, and would be 

expected to care and support the individual during and after difficulties. The 
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cohimunity was'considered to be a substanfial support and resource that 

individuals could access. This support would compromise a number of social 

networks and associafions, which would have been buirt up over the years 

through generations working, participafing and contribufihg towards 

strengthening the community and in establishing themselves, individually as 

families and collectively as a community. ' 

Cpmmunity ostracism is not helpful at all, because you may in the past 

have sought their help or support, but when rt comes to a mental hearth 

. problem, they don't want to know, rt they sfigmatise you, where do you 

go? they share your language, your peer group, your culture and 

tradrtions. So if that is removed, that support ceases then you become 

alienated and so would make your mental hearth problems a lot worse. 

(p14) : '' ^ - • ' , ] / • ' ' : . - • , , " • • • ' ," \ ' _ 
However, the close knit nature of the conimunity despite being an advantage 

could also harvest the potenfial to cause harm through this familiarity and 

easy accessibility. Maintaining family honour arid reputafion is inextricably 

linked with strength, resilience and sustenance. Families which were able to , 

exhibrt and display these qualrties would be seen as more desirable ahd able 

to contribute much better and more refined/than other counterparts. 

As a. resurt, exp'ectations were placed on the faniily to support the individual, 

wrth the knowledge of the possible effect rt would have on them and at the 

detririient of them being seen in a negafive light through associafion with the . 
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individual. Mental hearth problems in. or amongst a family member would 

affect the rest of the family negatively as the mental illness would be 

perceived as being hereditary, therefore considerably reducing the desirability 

or the capacity which the family could -contribute or participate towards the 

community.' 

3.7.2 Religious and cultural sensitivities. 

Lack of informafion or awareness on Muslims and fulfilling of their needs and 

-religious sensitivrties by both staff and other pafients was viewed to be a. 

factor that could affect accessing mental hearth services. 

There was a young Asian giri that was in the other ward and because 

of the media and the, stigma attached to The sfigma. people have 

attached to the Muslim religion she was quite discriminated against, not 

by staff but my other patients. Because the first thing they seen was 

this young giri wear this hijaab and they immediately linked that to that. 

And people when they are really unwell can be really cruel (p9) 

Lack of provision for Muslims in hospital or medical settings to pracfise their 

faith or to engage in religious pracfises was seen to be one of the factors 

important in meefing cultural and religious needs . 

Staff should be sensifive to curtural and religious needs, for example rt 

you are in your bed wrth no hijaab on, to have porters of visitors 

walking by without notifying you so you can fix yoursert is not nice (pll) 
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3.7.3 Complicated terminology ^ 

Having information related to the pafient in simple terms, explaining the 

diagnosis, the mental health problem and its effect and prognosis of the 

condifioh was held to be important. 

If the issue isn't a language, barrier, then rt is medical jargon thats 

confusing. Sq you want the advice and informafion simplified, (pi 4) 

3.7.4. Confidentiality 

Having personal informafion shared with a health professional kept confident 

• , • r , . 
was seen to be important for Muslim women. Owing to the misunderstanding 

and sfigma attached around mental hearth, being able to share and relate 

problems to the hearth professional knowing rt to be in the strictest confidence 

contributed towards building up trust and being re-assured in family members 

orthe ,community not discovering the illness 
- - . . • , ,1 ! 

Confidenfiality was a huge thing, especially coming down to a cultural, 

. religious thing. Because the first GP was a family friend....!My current 

doctor, is a chap, is Muslim he knows members, he knows of my 

family. Whereby my last GP they could phone up and get informafion 

from him, whereas with this one he s,ays "I can only speak to you rt she 

says so", there is a line, Because of that I'm alot more open to him. 
; (p9) '. . . ! 

Confidenfiality is.important...You need confidence to talk about your 

problem, .and to go to a doctor who will keep your details private. 1 

know of a friend who's husband is a GP and she usually knows of what 
. ' ' ' ' ' . '' 

pafients he has seen and their prpblems because he tells her. (p4). 
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3:7.5 Gender of health professional 

Most of the participants preferred seeing a fernale hearth professional as they 

fert they would be more comfortable and would be able to relate their problem 

better. , . 

Should be a female doctor, because we are not used to that kind of 

environment. Some women keep worrying and are embarrassed 

thinking about how I can relay my problem to them (p2) 

Easier for Muslim women to talk better and more openly wrth a 

fenhale. Maybe she feels shame and not talks about the problem, like 

hiy mother, rt she is comfortable with someone then she will talk. And 

also because women have more problems, so another woman can 

understand rt better than a man (pi 2) ' 

For some having a female hearth professional was a curtural and religious 

need, which they applied across all health sen/ices they accessed and so 

would like for rt to be the same case when accessing, and ufilising mental 

health services. < 

3.7. 6 Ethnic or religious background of health professional 

Some of the participants favoured seeing a mental hearth professional of the 

same background, both ethnically and religiously as they perceived the level 

of understanding to be better and it would be easier to relate issues that within 
- - - • s 
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a cultural or religious framework would be comprehended easier by someone 

of a shared ethnic andl religious background. 

rt you are Muslim or Asian rt would be helpful tp gethelp from the same 

community, so of the same background. So would help us the most, 

same religious. Because the understanding level will differ, because 

we, have some values that the white people don't understand at all. 

And even rtthey understand by having a coiirse or reading, then they 

should deal but of the same background they know so communicafion 

would be better, (pi 0) , ! 

However, a hearth professional of shared background for some could pose a 

problem as they fert people perhaps could be judged and shared curture 'may 

hinder or impinge on the therapeufic relafionship. 

Background of the doctor may be an issue, they might bring cultural 

aspects into the treatnient which you may very well want, or that might 
' . 1. - ^ • 

hinder or make you hesitant in being, open wrth them (pi4) , 

Sometimes the background of the individual may be a preference for 

some people, they.may feel more comfortable and understood if they 

. had someone of the sariie background, but then again others may feel 

they are being jiidged and so would feel more embarrassed to be 

open. (p15) . • 
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- ' . .' ' • . 
3.7.7 Familiarity ' 

Consistency and familiarity with hearth professionals was preferred for a 

number of reasons.. Not having to repeat medical history or personal , 

information related to issues was the most commonly mentioned reason. ' . . ( •' , ̂  
It should be someone you feel comfortable enough to go to. At my GP 

practise there are several GPs there, but I always see the one doctor 

because of familiarity and confinuity, then he knows, me and" my 

medical history better so 1 don't have to repeat myself or go over things 

again (p14) , - ' 

Familiarity with the hearth professional allowed individuals to build trust, 

rapport towards a. therapeufic relafionship, which was important for some. 

Hovvever potential dependency on the health professional was seen to be 

quite negafive and shoitld be avoided by supplemenfing professional support 

with support from friends and family 

Fpr counselling 1 think rt is .very important to build a relafionship with'the 

health professional, but rt may cause,problems if that person leaves and a 

replacement is put in place, rt may set the individuals progress back. But if 

they have a sufficient support system outside and in addifion to the 

counselling then they probably won't mind or feel the need to build up a 

therapeutic relafionship. \t support is not available then yes rt may be 

important. (p15) 
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3.7.8 Availability 

The GP being accessible and available when his / her intervention br support 

-was required was crifical in influencing the likelihood of accessing mental 

health sen/ices inthe future ; .-'d- . 

Timely availability. Because somefimes you just pluck up the courage 

to go to the GP but the GP is not available so you may hot bother going 

back at all (p3). . , 

Being approachable and having a gOod style pf interacfion was also preferred 

as it allowed the ihdividual to be comfortable enough to relay their problem 

and feel they were being listened to and took seriously, without fear of being 

ridiculed or confidenfiality being compromised 

I have a superb relafionship. I can phone up and say "1 need a 5minute 

appointment" and they know I have to see him right away....... and I 

say rt I'm feeling alright, then there's no point in me coming to see you 

and he knows I'm not the,type of person who'd come forthe sake of 

nothing. But he says just come, srt down, to look at ybu and say that 

you're ok. (p9) ) ' 

; To listen to you, give you fime, understand and to accept these feelings-

or the way you feel is "real" and not something to ignore or disregard' 

as being petty or something you wiir'get over". (p1) : 
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Waifing period for being seen by a special was thought to be too long, where 
. ,1 k '' ,- ' - • . 

the individual's mental health could deteriorate within the waifing period for, 

seeing a mental hearth professional or the waiting itsert ,could exacerbate 

matters. ., ' • ' 

Somefimes rtthe GP is sending to a special or a private where she has 

to be there for a long time, and it doesn't help. All mental cases should 

be taken as emergency, since most of the fime by the fime. they can be 

seen rt has deteriorated. (p8)̂  ' ' ^. ' ' 

3.7.9 Language 

Language presented a significant barrier in seeking help or informafion. Not 

being able to obtain informafion in own language and not being aware of who 

to speak to or what sen/ices they could offer due to these language barriers 

made seeking help and support more difficurt.-

If somebody has a mental health problem and wantis to go to the 

doctor, the first time she enquires she has an interpreter who maybe 

doesn't understand what she is talking ,about - because she needs the 

interpreter because she doesn't know the language (1312) 

'. ' ' - • ' 
Not having language support in place when in crisis was thought to 

exacerbate problems 
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1 can see from the prospect of somebody who didn't have my ability to 

communicate due to language! That could be a probleni. For . 

someone who's just coming to this country. To put rt into words. If 1 

couldn't speak the language I'd think how am 1 going to get across to 

them how I'm feeling? (p9) 

3.7.10 Mixed Wards 

Majority of the women fert having segregated and single sex wards were very ; 

important for Muslim women in hospital when receiving treatment. Nursing 

staff as well as hearth professionals were also preferred to be all i female. 

However making single sex wards, with all female staff available and a Veality' , 

was recognised to be difficurt to achieve 

Single sex wards would be preferable but not feasible as .they always 

say there is a shortage of beds, so to have an entire feniale only ward 

may not be a possibility in reality to achieve, (pi) 

' , ' ' • ' > 
3.7.11 Education and Awareness in the Community 

: " " ' ' ' . ' '">.-' 
Misunderstanding of Islam and its treatment of women as , a resurtof media 

coverage and the visibility of Muslim women, in society was also thought to 

lead to religion being attributed or seen as a contributor of the mental hearth 

problems women may experience. 

Some hold a false belief or have the wrong impression .which is 

perpetuated by the niedia, of Muslim women being meek, oppressed 

creatures, who do not have a say or any independence, which is down 55 



, to a lack of informafion and quite a lot of ignorance. And [so] think 

^religion is the cause of any mental hearth problems they may haye (p4) 

Community educafion and raising awareness of mental hearth problems was 

emphasised to be the'way to move fonward and to remove the sfigma and 

misunderstanding prevalent amongst various facfions of society and the 

community. 

The lack of awareness and education about mental hearth and mental hearth 

issues was seen to be generic and applicable to all facets of the community, 

across different ethnic backgrounds and religious faiths. 

There is a lot of ignorance in the Muslim society because most of the 

fime we are not educated enough. Even here, there,is lot of ignorance 

and misunderstanding.... even here in the UK and Europe rt she is 

depressed and she Is talking about her depression they feel she is 

. abnormal. This will affect...make her condifion worse. (p8) 

Tailoring the method and approach of raising awareness for specific 

communifies, such as .addressing cultural issues and targefing specific 

attitudes and misconceptions could be related to better by members of the 

community and therefore would be more effecfive. 
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4. Conclusions 

The understanding of mental health amongst Muslim women was, on a large 

scale, linked to and in relafion to illness. Mental hearth was seen in the" 

context of fulfilling relafionships. and the, ability to cope with life stressors, 

alongside the quality of interacfion with others. Mental.ill health demonstrated 

difficulfies and heightened emofional behaviour and was understood by 

comparison of performance in tasks, daily chores,, and quality of relafionships 

when in good health that were pthenvise the norm ahd within the individuals 

capacity to cope subsequently created difficulfies arid showed marked / - . ' , • • \ - . . • 
deteriorafion in.' 

The causes or events which can contribute to mental health problems were 

vast and were seen to differ between individuals, Relafionship problems, 

between the husband and wife, or with the children and in some cases living 
t ' • . ' ' • . . ' . 

jn the extended, family were' seen to cause a lot of stress and increase 

responsibilifies. Domesfic abuse and violence, including physical, verbal and 

emotional abuse were all seen to significantly contribute towards causing 

mental health problems. Women were viewed to be niore vulnerable or more 

likely to have mental hearth problems, largely due to their responsibilifies and 

also of their un-equal status in society. 

Salient cultural factors in caijses of mental health were also abound, 

particulariy those linked to patriarchal components of some cultures that were 

mistakenly attributed to faith or religion. These were apparent in conflicts 

between parents and youth as a result of curtural differences and generation 
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gap. The different set of ideals and expectations for each group were thought 

to add increased pi;essure to conform and fulfil those expectafions or 

otherwise rebel. _, , 

The role of men as breadwinners was.seen to be affected by unemployment 

as rt contributed a lot more to the social status, worth and value of meri in 

society as understood by the participants in this study. Unemployed men are 

seen to entail pressures froni a murtitude of sources such as from within 

themselves for not fulfilling or being able to fulfil the role of breadwinner and 

therefore provide the family wrth a certain quality of life and from society for 

not being able to, fulfil his responsibilities.^ Women to a certain extent rt 

unemployed were not fert to feel the same pressures or stresses, although the 

potenfial for this to, become the case was real and evolving due to the focus 

on building a successful career and fulfilling ambifions and aspirafions. 

„ Racism and discriminafion had a fundamental effect;on Muslim women. Much 

of the racism encountered was linked to polifical . events and the negafive 

image portrayed by the media of Muslims. It was fert that the instability of the 

worid and the use of polifical events were sensafionalised;and influencing the 

way society at large perceived them and perpetuated prevailing stereotypes , 

and misconcepfions. For Muslim women who were asylum seekers and 

refugees, there was the triple barrelled negativity and they fert the treatment 

they have received or could potentially receive prevented them from attaining , 

•or desirjng the quality of life they wanted. As a resurt, the women fert curtailed 
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and restricted in being able to fully contribute and participate in the community 

due to limited opportunities and fear of discriminafion. : ' 

r , -. , , • ' • ' , ' . ' -

,Various coping methods were thought to help individuals with mental health 

problems; the most emphasised ohe vyas support. The support of family, 

friends and, peers was fert to be crucial not only in the alleviafion of daily 

stresses and .pressures but in encouraging the individual in interacting with 

others and prevenfing wrthdrawal. Much of the support beneficial in coping 

was social, emofional and pracfical support. Although caring for someone 

wrth mental health problems or being a pillar of support yvas strenuous at 

fimes, as they fert helpless and relatively unequipped to help the individual. 

Medical intervenfion was viewed differenfiy amongst the pailicipants. Some 

were concerned regarding long term dependency on medicafion and therefore 

seen rt as a valid opfion but would be considered if hearth or srtuafion 

deteriorated or was not improving. For others, medication vyas seen to be an 

intervenfion best employed alongside other addifional inputs such as-having a 

good social network, counselling or aid in addressing the issue causing 

distress. ^ 

.( ' - . . - ' ' -

Talking, treatments were viewed posrtively, wrth great value placed on the 

benefits of talking and ,seeking advice from others. Social support was seen 

as an informal type of counselling and was viewed from this perspective 

however impartial advice from a professional trained in counselling skills 

suited some individuals, due, to the ;unfamiliarity and impersonal nature. 
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Counselling from professionals allowed individuals to speak openly about 

problems, without fear of being judged, which could be an issue when 

speaking to friends or family, particulariy it the problems occurring were 

caused or involved thbse within their immediate social circle. 

Engaging- in, religious pracfises, and-turning tO religion were frequenfiy 

employed coping mechanisms, as it was felt to serve the purpose of being a 

form of self-administered therapy. Prayer in particular was utilised to alleviate 

stress and enforced a sense of pei'sonal time reserved for the individual to 

focus on themselves and to distract them from their "problems. Due to the 

private nature of prayer and the seeking of sustenance from religious texts, 

these pracfises encouraged individuals to view, their problems differenfiy and 

in perspective in terms ofthe purpose of life and thejr life goals. Much ofthis 

refocusing and repriorifising of life events and situafions as inspired or led by 

. their religioUs beliefs was fert to contribute towards sustaining good mental 

health. 

Accessihg support for mental health involved a number of factors for Muslim 

women. Language barrier was raised as an,issue for women who may not be 

well versed in the English language or who could not speak English. The 

language barrier was not limited only to problems with verbal communicafion 

but also to the unavailability of written material on hiental health in their own 

language. . , , 
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Having a female health professional was a preference amongst most of the 

participants, as'rt allowed them to feel more comfortable in discussing details , 

of a personal nature and feel more at ease. Where there was a choice 

available, most women opted to have a female hearth professional. However, 

for some it was. not a preference, but rather they looked to the health 

professional beihg skilled and approachable to give a good quality of service. 

Some participants preferred the health professional to also be of the same 

ethnic background as the-service user, and rt possible to share the same faith. 

This y/as thought tO facilitate a better level of understanding and 

comprehension of moral values, way of life and curtijral factors that a hearth 

•professional from a, different ethnic or religious background could not relate to 

or understand. However, issues surrounding, confidenfiality, prejudice and 

feeling being judged by professionals who were of shared ethnic background 

and farth was recognised to have the potential to limit, hinder and make the 

sen/ice user hesitant in fully utilising and benefiting from the treatment they 

offer. 

Familiarity with the health professional was preferred for those engaged in 

' ., - • ' . ... 
long term treatment, particularly with a GP, counsellor or a support worker as 

rt aided in establishing of trust and rapport with the individual! Repeafing 
, ' L / ' " , 

medical history or personal problems to different health professionals was 

thought to become firesome and could lead to a relapse, worsening of 

symptonis or reluctance to access support. However, too much familiarity or 

the need for the same hearth professional at appointments was also thought 

to perhaps encourage dependency and could cause problems rt the. health' 
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.professional was unavailable or there were long'gaps between.appointments. 

As a resurt, an addifional support system, such as a: social network was 

thought to be necessary and should exist concurrently with treatment from 

health professionals. 

Mixed wards were seen to be problemafic and lacking the privacy or security 

that single sex wards would provide and therefore was considered an 

important and preferred choice. In addifion to the-wards being single sex, the 

staffs on the ward including the hearth professionals, nurses and porters were 

, also preferred to be female. 

5. Recommendations 

Findings from the research project point to a number of recommendafions and 

plans of actions that can be applied in addressing and, facilitating the 

understanding of mentat hearth and accessing mental health services for 

Muslim women. , -' ' 

Recommendafions are as follows; 

• Raise ' awareness of mental hearth and mental hearth problems 

amongst the community to dispel misunderstanding and eradicate 

misconcepfions of mental health thus reducing sfigma by tailoring 

methods according to the, group or facfion-of the community, to 

adequately address cultural and religious factors that may prevail 

wrthin that secfion of the community. 

• - • „ " ' 6 2 



• Educate Muslim women on the importance of mental well-being and! 

promote mental well-being by Wjay of mental health promotions and 

, mental health inifiatives. 

• Encourage existing organisations, health centres, GP, surgeries and 

local community resources to become involved in raising awareness,; 

through means possible for them, ""such as distribufion of reading 

material in the forms of leaflets, displaying posters on mental health 

campaigns and informafion on contacts for organisafions and help lines 

for mental hearth. 

• Make mental health material, such as informafion leaflets, publicafions 

and events related to mental hearth accessible to all sectors of the 

community by having material in various,languages and.formats. 

• Involve community organisafions and stakeholders in the promotion of 

mental well-being. ' 

' ' • , • ' ' ̂  . 
• Make mental hearth sen/ices and service providers aware of the 

curtural and religious needs of Muslim women.. 

• Address.the needs of Muslim women vvhen accessing,treatment or 

support froni hearth service providers., 
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6. Limitations to study 

Owing to the nature of the study, attempts to encompass a diyerse populafion 

of Muslim women including ages, ethnic backgrounds and status were 

compounded by limitafions. The south east of Glasgow comprornises of a 

large South East Asian populafibn of Muslims inhabifing the area. Therefore, 

Muslims of other backgrounds, such as .those from Arab, African-Caribbean or 

Black African groups were difficurt to recruit. Although various pockets of 

areas within this boundary include a large population of asylum seekers and 

refugees, they were a hard group to recrurt and follow up in terms of 

participation. The research however did attempt to stratify the sample 

populafion by ensuring rt was a true reflecfion of the area in which the 

research was being carried out. 

7. Future Plan 

It would be beneficial and advantageous to follow up this research on Muslim 

women and mental hearth in an attempt to address the research gap for this 

sector of the population. 
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1. Background 

REACH Community Health Project, established almost a decade ago in Glasgow, 

has since evolved into a national third sector organisation with a key strategic role in 

improving the hearth & wellbeing of Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) Communrties, 

particulariy those living in Scofiand. REACH has units engaged in curturally sensitive. 

Service Provision, Policy and Research and Training and Development. These 

areas of expertise act to mutually reinforce one another, and this Triangulated 

Formula makes REACH uniquely placed to tackle hearth inequalifies and service 

barriers faced by BME communifies. 

Our vision is a multi-curtural society in which all people have equal access to 

appropriate hearth ,& wellbeing services and our mission is to empower communifies, 

(particulariy ettinic minorities),by ensuring that their hearth needs are fully met. . ^ 

\ 1 
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REACH achieves this through its Triangulated Formula, which encompasses three 

units; Preventative Culturally Sensifive Sen/ice Proyision, Policy and Research and 

Training and Development. 

1.1 Project Aims 

This innovative project was aimed at challenging the high levels of stigma and 

discriminafion around mental health issues within BME communifies. By facilitafing 



discussion and learning rt leads to the breaking down , of barriers to accessing 

support services and open up life chances for those with mental health issues. 

The project, funded by SEE ME focused upon BME women due to their infiuenfial 

role wrthin family and community settings, as a pilot project rt is hoped this will 

provide evidence of good pracfice that can be replicated elsewhere. -

The project saw Sessional educators with lived experience of mental hearth issues, 

ufilise their experiences to bpen up issues of stereotyping, sfigma and discriminafion. 

The attendees of the sessions were predominanfiy from a BME background having 

suffered from mental health issues either ^primarily or through'a secondary 

experience by being, a carer for family members who suffer from mental health 

problems. Having come, from BME backgrounds, facing barriers'in recognising 

mental hearth on its own the stigma and challenges the attendees face have shown 

to be more complex thah ignorance or lack of awareness. , 

One of the aims of the project was to educate women that mental health issues are 

very real and not personality issues, which are what many of the attendees, had 

been raised to believe. The wide spread problems at grass root levels wrthin BME 

communities lead REACH to undertake such a project to effectively and measurably 

improve the lives and mental well being of women in the community. 

1.2 Key Topics 

During the course of the sessions there were key topics covered by the educators 

given by the project worker. - Out with this the attendees were also given the 

. opportunity to request their choice of topic to be discussed in future sessions. 

The main topics given to educators were; * 

• What is mental hearth? , ' , . 

• Confidence 



• Sert Esteem 
-' , ., . ,.' - . . . 

• Depression 7 anxiety 

• Post Natal Depression 

• Bi Polar disorder 

• The sfigma around mental hearth 

.• Challenges faced wrth in the fahiily home and in the conimunity 

Outside of these topics, at the end of every session the, participants,were asked rt> 

they would like to cover anything specific in the next session, be rt to corifinue on the 

same topic but more in depth or to learn about another mental health condifion. The 

educator would then come back to the project worker who vvbuld put together 

another pack for the next session covering the requested topics. 

2. Methodology 

As mental hearth is sfiltconsidered a taboo subject in many curtures, recrurtment and 

promofipn of the project had to be handled in a very delicate manner. Understanding 

the mentality Of the attendees first and foremost lead to the educators being 

recruited from different areas with in Glasgow so there was little or no chance of 

fariiiliarity vvith the attendees! The reason for this was so the attendees were not 

hindered: or hesitant to speak in the case that the educator would know them, outside 

in their personal lives. 



2.1 Recruitment 

The recrurtment was carried out in a discreet manner; arthough posters and leaflets 

were distributed, possible attendees were given one cbntact number to call should 

they wish.to attend,and also given the date, fime and venue of sessions rt they 

preferred to attend anonymously. 

Once the educators had been estatilished promofional material was distributed to the 

local area in: , ! 

• Shops . . 

• .Gyms , -

• Women's centres 

• Libraries 

• Health centres / . 

• ' , ' '- • ) , 
• Doctors surgeries . . 

- . - . • 
• Youth Centres 
• Online via social networking 

Many attendees used the telephbne number given to call to ask about the project 

and determine rt it was right for them. Upon discovering the nature of the project 

this lead to a great rise in the levels of demand quicker than anficipated. 

The biggest concern for many rt not all participants was that of confidentiality. As 

this was an anficipated concern all attendees and educators were given 

confidentiality agreements to sign. See Figure 1.1 



2.2 Educators 

Educators were selected on the basis of past experience, qualificafions and ability to 

communicate, effectively as well as listen actively. Initially three Sessional educators 

were recruited to conduct the mental health sessions. The educators were of 

different age ranges and had different perspnal experiences with mental health. 

They were given training, information packs and background information on the 

project prior to any sessions starting. • 

With in the packs the educators were briefed on the importance of confidentiality first , 

and foremost It was iniperative that this was reinforced during sessions to increase . 

attendees confidence. . ' 

A presentafion on mental health conditions, stigma, and challenges was given to the, 

educators prior to comriiencing the sessions. See Fiqure 1.2 

The project drew in approximately 64 possible attendees for the classes however we 

were unable to facilitate such a large number and,of the 64 possible attendees 16 
'> 

participants were chosen to attend the inifial sessions. ' 

The participants were spirt into. 2, groups in accordance to age and educator 

relevance. The women vvere put into the group where the rest of the participants 

were of a similar age, background and could also relate to the educator. 

2.3 Group Session 

Iri the inifial session women were given a formal introducfion to the project by both 

the educator and the project worker. They were given a questionnaire to complete 

prior to the presentafion and discussion to ascertain their current levels of 

knowledge. See Figure 1.3 



3. Results 

The results of the inifial quesfionnaire were as follows: •' 

3.1 Describe what mental health means to you? 

The quesfionnaire was completed collectively as not only was there a language 

barrier but there was also a literacy barrier. Many of the women could not read 

English or write English to a legible degree thus by complefing the questionnaire 

collectively the.educator could help them put their thoughts on paper as an answer. 

Although the answers were in their own words the general understanding of mental 

health was: 

"Your thinking / mind being affected by various things such as bereavement loss, 

hardship and the inability to pope with pressures." - Client 04 

3.2 What mental illnesses are you aware of? 

The womeh who answered this quesfion all answered wrth depression and worry. 

3.3 Give examples of stigma you or someone you know with a mental health 

issue has experienced 

Every participant that answered this quesfion answered saying they fert they were 

considered as mad by family and the community around them. They fert people do 

not have ap understanding of depression or mental hearth in a general sense so 

considered anyone with depression or anxiety as "mental" / "mad". 

3.4 Do you or anyone in your friends / family suffer from any mental illness? 



All participants answered yes to this. 

3.5 On a scale of 1 - 10 (1 being very easy and 10 being very difficult) how 

yvould you rate the following: 

V. Access to information on mental health issues? Average score 6 

2. Access to services to help cope wrth a mental illness? Average score 7 

f 

3. . Access to speak to a professional / counsellor? Average score 7-

4. Access to support services? Ave^rage score 7 -

3.6 If given the opportunity, would you like to have a confidential one to one 

seission with a counsellor? 

• 62% of participants answered yes 

• ' 20% of participants answered no 

• 18% declined to answer 

4. Conclusion 

Arthough there has been much demand for this sen/ice and in the long term REACH 

would be happy to facilitate more sessions. Due to the nature of the project .rt is 

currenfiy short term we.did not evaluate the difference the project has made after 6 

months, which would be helpful for REACH to understand further. 

We intend to invite women back.to REACH not just those who participated in this 

project but also those whcshowed interest to participate and ascertain their levels of 

knowledge after two mental health sessions. To those who did not have the 

opportunity t̂o participate we would like to explore how they could be helped further. 



5. Appendix 

5.1 Figure 1.1 ~ 

Me Myself and 1 

Gateway to positive health: BME women's project 

Confidentiality Agreement 

IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOVVS: 

1. In consideration of each of the parties disclosing to the other Confidenfial 

Informafion for the Purpose the parties hereby undertake that they shall: 

i. Not communicate, disclose or make available all or ahy part of the Confidential' 

Information to any third party; 

ii. Not directly or indirectly use, or permit others to use, the Confidenfial Information 

other than for the Purpose. / 

lii. Not make any announcement or disclosure in connecfion wrth the Confidenfial 

Information or the Purpose without the prior mitten consent of the other party. 

Anybody found in breach of this agreement will be excluded from the session and 

nbt be allowed to return, it may also hinder further involvement in future projects. 
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PRINT NAME: 

SIGNATURE:....!. 

DATE: 

Back 

( 
5.2 Figure 1.2 

Me Myself and I 
Gateway to positive health: 

BME women's project 

5̂  E A C A/ 
covMUSirr H£AtrH p«ojfcr 
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What is Mental Health? 
The Mental Health Foundafion has defined a 
mentally healthy individual as one who can: 
Develop emotionally, creatively, intellectually and 
spiritually 

Initiate, develop and sustain mutually satisfying personal 
relationships 
Face problems, resolve them and learn from them 
Be confident and assertive 
Be aware of others and empathise with them 
Use and enjoy solitude 
Play and have fun 
Laugh, both at themselves and at the world. 

Mental Health Conditions 

1 in 4 people in Scotland will be affected by Mental 
Health conditions at some point in their lives. -
seeme.org.uk 

Mixed anxiety & depression is the most common mental 
disorder in Britain - - The Office for National Statistics 
Psychiatric Morbidity report (2001) 
One in ten children between the ages of one and 15 has 
a mental health disorder - The Office for National 
Statistics Mental health In children and young people in 
Great Britain (2005) 

Back 

5.3 Figure 1.3 
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COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECT-

Me Myself and I 

Gateway to positive health: BME women's proiect 

Session 1 

1. ' Introductions 

2. Confidenfiality . -' 

3. Questionnaire on mental hearth , ' 

4. Preseritafion ,/discussion on mental illness 

5. Discussion on personal experiences 

- . - • ' ̂  ' ' ' . ' ''<•.-'' 
6. Evaluafion on benefrt of session 

> . ' • ... - , -
7. Conclusion / next session teaser 
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Me Myself and I 

Gateway to positive health: BME vvomen's proiect 

Confidentiality Agreement 

IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS; ' ' , 

i . In considerafion of each of the parties disclosing to the other Confidential 

Informafion for the Purpose the parties hereby undertake that they shall; 

i; Not communicate, disclose or make available all or any part of the Confidenfial 

Informafion to any third party. 

ii. Not direcfiy or indirectly use, or permrt others to use, the Confidenfial Information 

other than for the Purpose. 

iii. Not make any announcement or disclosure in connecfion with the Confidential 

Information or the Purpose without the prior written consent of the other party. , 

Anybody found in breach of this agreement will be excluded from the session and 

not be allowed to return, if may also hinder further involvehient in future projects. 

PRINT NAME;. 

SIGNATURE:.. 
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DATE: 

Me Myself and I 

Gateway to positive health: BME women's proiect 

Describe what mental health means , to you? 

7 

What mental illnesses are , you aware of? 
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Give examples of sfigma you or someone you know with a mental hearth issue has 

experienced , -

Do you or anyone in your friends/family suffer from any mental illness? 

Q YES , - - , [~] NO 

On a scale of 1 - 10 (1 being very easy and 10 being very difficult) how would you 

rate the following: 

5. Access to information on mental hearth issues? 

6. Access to sen/ices to help cope with a mentalillness? 

7. Access to speak to^a professional / counsellor? 

'̂  . - • • ' • 
8. Access to support sen/ices? 

If given the opportunity, would you like to have a confidenfial one to one session wrth 

a counsellor? , 

• YES • NO 
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